
Deri ved Environment Effects: 

A Functional Approach * 

Jin-hyung Kim 

This paper examines the transparent and opaque surface re"lizatiol1s 
observed in derived envi ronments. and investigates the interac tion between 
phonologic,,1 well - fom1edness and paradigm strength. Contrast between 
hiatus resolution ,md hiatus maintenance in Korean \'(~rb<11 conjug,ltions is 
shown to result from various par<1digm<ltic principlt's: pamdigm stabilit ,· . 
paradigm econom,' and pamdigm regulariza tion. Such ,1 functional approach 
can elimin<1te the stipulative mechanism of rule reordering or constraint 
reranking. and thus achieve a greater degree of e:-;planatof\' <1deq u<1c,' than 
ever before. 

1. Introduction 

A central hypothesis of rule-based derivational phonology is that cyclic 

rule application is limited to derived environments which are created either 

by morphological concatenation or prior rule application. This generalization 

is encapsulated in the principle of strict cyclicity (Mascar6 1976). 

With respect to the morphologically derived environment effects, thi s 

paper argues that the emergence of the unmarked in deri ved environments 

and the blocking effects in nonderived environments are directly captured by 

using a notion of local conjunction. By conjoining a markedness constraint 

and a faithfulness constraint, it is shown that the violation of alignment 

constraint by morpheme concatenation acti vates the relevant phonological 

process. 

With respect to the phonologicaIly derived environment effects, thi s paper 
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examines the prevIOus derivational and optimality theoretic approaches and 

argues that the opaci ty problem can be said to be due to the paradigm 

force, and that opacity effects of underapplication and overapplication of 

phonology can be best explained in temlS of paradigm s trength. On the 

basis of data from Korean verbal conjugations that involve opacity of vowel 

hiatus, it is s hown that phonology preferences are relatively weak and can 

be overridden by vari ous constraints on paradigm. 

To recapitulate, the aim of thi s paper is to show that transparency effects 

can be captured within Optimality Theory (aT) framework by making use 

of local conjunction, and that opacity effects can be understood under the 

functionali sm of paradigm strength . 

This paper is organized as follows. Section :2 presents the mOlllhologically 

deri ved data, followed by a ru le-based, an underspecification- based, and a 

parallel analysis using local conjunction. Section 3 contains the 

phonologica lly derived data showing opacity effects, provides previous 

deri va tional and parallel analysis, and di scusses their problems in explaining 

hiatus resolution. Section 4 then turns to my algOlithm for a possible 

alternative to the previous approaches, a functionali sm-oriented approach 

based on paradigm strength. The stem preservation in s-ilTegular verbs at 

the expense of violating phonological markedness is shown to be the result 

from the principle of preserving paradigm stability. And this proposal also 

gives principled explanations for the dialectal variations and for the contrast 

between formal and informal casual speech. Finally, section 5 contains a 

brief summary of our analysis and some remarks for fUJther research. 

2. Morphologically Derived Environment Effects 

The famous examples of cyclic rule application come from many 

languages, some of which are presented below: 

(1 ) Finnis h Assibi lation (Kiparsky 1973): t -+ s / _ i 

/ tilat+i/ -+ ti lasi 

/koti/ -+ *kosi 

(2) Sanskrit ruki - Rule (Kiparsky 1973): s 

/ agni+su/ -> agnisu 

/kusumal -> *kusuma 

[+high] / i, u, r, k _ 
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(3) Catalan Devocalization (Mascaro 1976): I , u ---> y, W / V _ 

Ide+w ---> dew 

lruin+osl -> *ruynos 

(4) Korean Palatalization l 

a. no coronal 

a[t i] 

[t i][ti]ta 

ma[ti] 

can[ti l 

[t"i]k' il 

ni[t"i]namu 

palata lization in tautomorphemic 

'where' 

'to step on' 

'knot' 

'grass' 

'a bit ' 

'zelkova tree' 

sequences 

b. coronal palatali za tion 

ma[ci] «mat- i) 

hreto[ci] « hretot- i) 

ta[chi]ta « tat - hi - ta) 

pa[chi] « path- i) 

ka[c"i] « kath - i) 

ta[c"y]a « tat - hya) 

pu[c\ ]a «puth-ya) 

across a morpheme boundary 

'the eldest' 

'sunri sing' 

'to be closed' 

'field - Nom' 

'together' 

'to be closed' 

'to be attached' 

c. palatal segments In lexical representations 
k ' a[chi] 'magpie' 

ta[chi] ta 'to be hurt ' 

na[ci] « nac-j) 'day-Nom' 

ka[ci] 'eggplant' 

[ca]ki 'oneself' 

341 

As can be seen above, there is no phonological process ac ti ve when the 

trigger and target belong to the same morpheme. To take coronal 

palatali zation from Korean as an example, coronal palatalization turns 

coronal stops into postalveolar affricates before front high vowels and 

glides. But palatalization only applies before a derived i as in (4b). Before 

I The palatalization phenomenon is actually somewhat more complicated than 
presented here. Postlexically, all coronal consonants It. th, C, Ch, s, n, V are palatal ized 
It, e', c; , C;", ~, I) , V before i. Such non-structure preserving postlexical palatalization 
applies unifomll~' to all coronals before i, regardless of whether the environment is 
derived or not. Here lYe will treat only the lexical palataliza tion phenomenon. 
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tautomorphemic i, that is, where the trigger and target belong to the same 

morpheme, there is no coronal palatalization as in (4a). It is pos tulated 

'vvithin the framework of Lexical Phonology that palatalization is a cyclic 

rule and therefore subject to the Strict Cycie Condition (SCC); it is 

restricted to apply only when the trigger and target of the process are 

heteromorphemic. that is, after word fomlation rules on cycle two. This is 

shown schematically in (5). 

(5) SCC Account of Korean Palatalization 

[#mati#] [#[mat] + i#] [#kaci#] 

blocked by SCC Cycle 1 

c Cycle :2 (palata li zation) 

[mati] [maci] [kaci] 

Although SCC is the general condition on rule application. there is 

di sagreement as to how much of the lexical phonology of a language must 

be said to be subject to SCc. Some phonologists claim that there may be 

cyclic rules which do not obey the derived environment cons traint, as well 

as noncyclic and postlexical rules which apply only in derived environments. 

To name a few, Kiparsky(1993) gives an example of Finnish vowel 

coalescence, a cyclic rule, applying freely in a non-deri ved environment. 

Kaisse(l986) further shows that a noncyciic word-level rule of stop 

devoicing in Turkish is prevented from applying 111 a non-derived 

environment. Finally Kiparsky(l993) argues that the postlexical ruki rule in 

Vedic Sanskrit must be subject to Non-Derived Environment Blocking 

(NDEB), so that it does not apply morpheme-i nternally. Sti ll how much of 

the core of SCC will survive remains to be seen. 

Kiparsky(993) presented a new interpretation which resolves this 

dilemma. He argues that NDEB effects are independent of the rule cyclicity 

or lexicali ty status, and that NDEB effects can be derivable from segmental 

underspecification instead. In hi s underspecification account, NDEB is the 

result of structure-building rules applying to radically underspecified 

representations. 

In the analysis of Korean palatalization, the difference between the 

application of palatalization in deri ved environments and non-applicaton in 

non-derived environments follows directly from their different lexical 

representations and from the structure-building s tatus of the rule. The 

minimally s pecified lexical representations of alternating and non-altem ating 
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corona ls are then as foll ows: 

(6) 

Before i: 

El sewhere: 

It - cl 
It" - c"l 
[OAnt] 

It! 

[ +Ant] 

[OAnt) 

Icl 

[OAnt] 

[ -Ant) 

3-13 

Given these underlying representat ions. the Korean palatalization would be 

a s tructure-building rule that assigns the feature speci fication [- anterior] to 

underspecified corona l s top before i. Elsewhere. coronal stops will be 

assigned the default specification [+anterior] and reali zed as [t). 

(7) a. [+Cor) 

b. [+Cor] 

[- Ant) 1 __ i 
[+Ant] 

The deri vations in (8) show how thi s works (capitals denote segments 

unspecifi ed for the featw·e [ ± anterior)) . 

(8) I mati/ ImaT + II ITaTami/ /kaTi/ /caki/ 

c c (7a) 

t t (7b) 

[mat i) [maci) [tatami] [kaci) [caki] 

The superiority of underspecification account is that it derives the 

blocking effects directly from more general assumptions, namely that lexical 

representations can be underspecified, that phonological rules can apply in 

structure-building mode, and that learners construct the simplest grammar. 

But thi s is not without any problems. As Kenstowicz(] 994: 516) noted, it is 

unclear whether the s trong claim that no lexical cyclic rule can depend on 

word- level featw-es can be maintained. If the same underspecified feature is 

specified before the application of the phonological rule referring to that 

feature, and at the same time it must be specified after that rule, it 

necessarily leads to an ordering paradox. More generally, it remains to be 

seen whether a consis tent grammar can be constructed so as to maintain 

s trict adherence to feature-filling operations. In addition, it is unclear how 

this approach is to be extended to the geometry of phonological 

representations. 

So far we have shown how deri vedlnonderived environment effects have 
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been understood within the operati ve frameworks. How can the deri ved 

environment effects be accounted for in the framework of Optimality 

Theory? Evidence for cyelicity that a phonological process is restlicted to 

apply only to derived forms seems to pose a serious challenge to 

nonderivational output-oriented approach to phonology. 

Recent work in 01' claims that cyelic effects are an epiphenomenon 

resulting from constraints on alignment between morpheme edges and 

prosodic cons tituents. This approach is based on the taci t assumption that 

all cyclic effects occur near morpheme junctures. In (4b), we note that the 

target of palatalization is input s tem final, and that the addition of 

palatali zing suffix always results in the violation of stem:syllable alignment, 

which does not so in the case of (4a). Here we see a new connection 

between two classical themes of phonology, transparency and delivedness, 

which is .worth explori ng. In thi s respect, recent work by Lubowicz(] 998) 

on deri ved e nvironments in 01' becomes important. Her idea is that the 

low-ranked markedness constraint M will be ac ti vated if and only if there 

is a violation of the fai thfulness constrai nt F, namely only in derived 

environments. T his is achieved by locally conjoining the markedness 

constraint and the faithfulness constraint. 

For the case at hand, the relevant [M&F] conjunction is [PAL 1\ Al.I(;:cR] , 

where the markedness constraint calling for palatalization is locally 

conjoined with the faithfu lness constraint guarcling stem:syllable alignment. 

Generally speaking, a constraint fomled by local conjunction is violated if 

and only if all of its conjuncts are violated within the relevant domain, here 

between adjacent segments. Consequently, it is significant that the violation 

of stem:syllable alignment activates the markedness constraint demanding 

palatalization. T he relevant constraints are given in (9) and the constraint 

ranking is in (10). 

(9) AUG:cR(Stem; 0): Every s tem is aligned at its righ t edge with the 

right edge of some sy llable. 

IDE\T(cor): Let a be a segment in SI and 0 be a con'espondent of 

Q in S2. If Q is [vFJ, then 0 is [vF]. 

(10) [PAL 1\ AI.IG:c R] ~ IDE\T(cor) ~ PAL 

T he fo llowing tableaux in (] 1) illustrate how the interaction of the 

constraints works. 
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(1) a. no palatalization in tautomorvhemic sequences 

[PAL 1\ A I.I(;rcH] 

® ma.ci. *, 

b. no alternation in tautomorvhemic sequences 

.Jj:. k ' il .t"i. 

c. palatali zation across Cl morpheme boundary 

[matL,·", - i 

® '. ma.Cl. 

CJi: ma. li. 

As seen in (l Ie) above, the addition of a palatalizing suffix a lways 

results in violation of stem:syllable alignment; the lightmost segment of the 

input s tem does not coincide with the right edge of the sy llable in the 

output. This violation of s tem:syllable alignment acti vates palatali za tion for 

the conjoined constraint to be sati sfied, so therefore the phonologically 

unmarked palatalized forn1 emerges. In case where there is no violation of 

alignment as in tautomorvhemic sequences, the conjoined constraint is 

always satisfied ilTespective of the presence of the palatalized segment , and 

so lower- ranked cons traints are decisive in choosing the optimal output. 

This is illus trated in O la) and (l I b). Here we can see the blocking effects 

in the non- derived environment and the emergence of the unmarked in the 

derived environment. 

So far we have argued that local conjunction accounts for the transparent 

cases of derived environments by morpheme concatenation. Local 

conjunction account has some advantages over the previous approaches. 

First, in contrast to SCC which connects NDEB with the cycle, the local 

conjunction account makes no such unmotivated connection and draws the 

feeding order effects directly from the constraint conjunction. Secondly, it is 

empirica lly more adequate in that it predicts that the trigger and target of a 
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process must be adjacent in some local domain and that it is not the mere 

presence of a morpheme boundary but the violation of alignment which 

matters in morphologically derived environments. 

Needless to say, many open ques tions remain. lVlost pressing is the 

further study of the power and limits of local constraint conjunction: what 

kinds of con straints can be conjoined and what are the local domains? 

Unrestricted conjoinabili ty of constraints would appear to result in excessive 

desCliptive power. I tentatively assume that local conjunction be limited to 

the conjunction of markedness constr aints with fa ithfulness constraints. This 

task, however, we must leave to future researches. In the next section we 

will approach the phonologically derived environment effects from a 

somewhat di fferent angle. 

3. Phonologicallv Derived Environment Effects 

T he interaction of phonological rules is two-fold; transparency effect of 

feedi ng order and opacity effect of counterfeeding and counterbleeding order . 

Consider the fo llowings: 

(12) Transparency Effec ts 

a. Velar Palata lization and Spirantization in Poli sh (Rubach 1984) 

ro[g]+ek -- ro[J] +ek -- ro[z]+ek 

wa[g]+i+c -> wa[J]+i+c ---> wa[z] +y+c 

snie[g] +Ic+a --> snie[J] +Ic+a --> snie[z] +yc+a 

ban[J] +o --> ban[J] +0, *ban[z] +o 

mem++ --> mem, *[ZJem 

b. Vowel Lengthening and Diphthongization in Slovak (Rubach 1995) 

Vowel Lengthening: V -> [+long] / __ C]gen.pl. 

Diphthongization: e, 6, a --> ie, uo, ia 

C[e] I+Jl -- C[e:]1 ....... c(je] I 

s[o]P+Jl --> s[o:]p --> s[uo]p 

dc[e:]r+a ---> dc[e:)ra, *dc[ie)ra 

m[o:]d+a -. m[o:]da, *m[uo)da 

c. Consonant Deletion and Vowel Loweling in Estonian 

siga ---> sia --> sea 

tegu -- teu --> teo 

kiu ....... kiu, *keo (Kenstowicz/Kisseberth 1970) 
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(13) Opacity Effects 

( i ) Underapplication of counterfeeding order 

a. Velar Softening in Chukchee (Krause 1979): 

/kCI --+ [vC] 

Iv Labl --+ [w Lab] 

/km! --+ [vm] --+ * [ wm] 

b. Flapping and Lengthening 111 Engli sh 

latter --+ [I~ra.] --+ * [I ~ :ra.] 

ladder --+ [I~ : ra] 

c. s-Deletion and Hi i:l tus Resolution in Korean 

/eis-al --+ cia --+ *cya 'to build' 

I pus-al --+ pua --+ ''Pwa 'to pour' 

l eas-a! - > eaa --+ ':'ea 'to spin out' 

( ii ) Overapplication of counterbleeding order 

a. lI-Uml aut and Deletion in Icelandic (Anderson 1974) 

lI- umlaur: a -> 0 I _Cou 

/bagg +ul +i/ -> bogguli --+ boggli , *baggli 

347 

b. Vowel lengthening and Final devoicing in German (Kiparsky 1972) 

Ilobl --+ Io:b -> hp, *lop 

Iveg/ --+ ve:g --+ ve:k, *vek 

c. Nasali zation and Consonant deletion in French (Carr 1993) 

Igrande! --+ grande --+ grade, *grad 

/kop£n/ --+ kOpEn --+ kopt, *kop£ 

Phonologically derived transparent cases of (12), which always lead to the 

violation of feature identity by prior application of some phonological rule, 

can be explained by the extension of local conjunction. In Polish (] 2a), for 

example, velar palatali zation creates a derived environment for spirantization. 

The voiced postalveolar affricate J turns into a fricati ve z only in segments 

that have undergone palatali zation. Otherwise, the affricate J is faithfully 

parsed in the output; spirantization takes place only when IIlE:\T(coronaI) is 

violated. From Local Conjunction perspective, the relevant tableaux can be 

illus trated as below: 
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(4) a. transparency in derived environment 

/ rog+eIJ 

® roJek 

®.-, rozek 

b. blocking in nondelived environment 

/ banjTo/ *J A InEKT(cOrl IIJEKT(cont ) 

@ ban%o *' 
'~'; " banjo (*) 

When there is a voiced stop in the input as in (14a) , the markedness 

constraint f is ac ti vated by the violation of ID!'\T(cor), and so the loca lly 

conjoined constraint *J 1\ IDls r(cor) chooses the second candidate rote/(, with 

double viola tion of faithfulness, as optimal. Thi s is another case of the 

emergence of the unmarked. When, however, the affricate J is already in the 

input as in 04b), and so there is no violation of IDlsr(cor), then the 

locallyconj oined constraint has no force. In thi s case, the second candidate 

banjo, with no spirantization, becomes the winner. This shows another 

blocking effect in the nonderived environment. The Local Conjunction 

account presented here explai ns in a unifOlm way both the transparency 

and blocking effects observed in morphologically and phonologically derived 

environment . 

We now tum to the cases of opacity in (3). The concept of opacity and 

the orig ina l definition come from Kiparsky's work. A phonological rule is 

opaque if there are surface forms that either look like they should have 

undergone that rule but didn't, or surface fom1s that did undergo that rule 

but look like they couldn 't have. Those two cases of underapplication and 

overapplicati on cOITespond approximately to two kinds of rule ordering in 

standard phonology, that is, counterfeeding ordering and counterbleeding 

ordering, respectively. These kinds are schematica lly exemplified in (6). 

( 5) Opacity (Kiparsky 1973 : 79) 

A process P of the fom1 A B / C _ D is opaque to the ex tent that 

there are phonetic forms in the language having either (i) A in the 

environment C_D, or (ii ) B in environments other than C_D. 
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(6) a. T ype Ci): underapplication of counterfeeding opacity 

underlying ICAEI 
A -+ B/_D 

E -+ D/_ # CAD 

surface CAD 
b. T ype (ii ): overapplication of counterbleeding opacity 

underlying le ADI 
A --> B/_D CBD 
D --+ E/_# CBE 

sUlface CBE 

In (]6a ), the rule changing A to B in effect applies too earl y in the 

deri va tion, before the environment D has been created. The result is not 

sw-face-true. In the other kind of opacity exemplified IJ1 (16b), a 

phonological process applies and then a later rule wipes out the conditions 

that made it applicable. As a result , non-surface-apparent structw-e 

emerges. 

A typica l example of underapplication comes from s-deletion and hiatus 

resolution in Korean. The so-called s- ilTegular verbs and adj ecti ves undergo 

the deletion of stem- final s when followed by a vowel, which do contrast 

wi th the regular verbs and adjectives.2 The relevant data are g iven in Cl 7): 

(j 7) s-Deletion and Hiatus Resolution in Korean 

a. s-regular verbs 

us-ta us-ko us-ala 'to laugh' 

s' is-ta s' is-ko s' is-ala 'to wash' 

pis- ta pis-ko pis-ala 'to comb' 

pes-ta pes-ko pes-ala 'to undress 

b. verbs with s tem-final vowels 

ci-ta ci - ko cyala( *ci-ala) 'to lose 
, 

ca-ta ca-ko cala( *ca-ala) 'to s leep 

ka- ta ka-ko kala( *ka-ala) 'to go 
, 

na-ta na-ko nala( *na-ala) 'to come out' 

i- ta i-ko yalaC*i -ala) 'to carry on 

keu-ta keu-ko kewala( *keu-ala) 'to vomit' 

the head' 

2 Some dialect sllch as K,'ungsang dialect does not show the s -deletion process 
The data of this paper are basicall,' from Standard Seoul Korean. 
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c. s-irregular verbs 

cis-ta cis-ko ci-ala( *cyala) 'to build' 

cas-ta cas-ko ca-ala( *cala) 'to spin out' 

pus-ta pus-ko pu-ala( *pwala) 'to pour 

nas-ta nas-ko na-ala( *nala) 'to recover 
, 

is- ta is-ko i-ala (*yala) 'to connect' 

cas-ta cas-ko ca-ala( *cala) 'to stir' 

Stem-final 5 In regular verbs remains intact when followed by 

vowel- initial suffixes. and so there occw-s no vowel hiatus as seen in (17a). 

On the other hand, when the vowel-ending verbs are followed by the 

vowel-initial suffixes, there ali ses some vowel hiatus resolution by glide 

fomlation or vowel eli sion3 as shown in (] 7b). But this kind of vowel 

hiatus resolution does not apply to s-irregul ar verbs like (l7c), where the 

final 5 is deleted before a suffi x-initictl vowel and feeds the environment 

under which some vowel hiatus resolution may effect a change. 

Within the operational seliali sm framework, thi s difference can be 

captured by rule ordering, that is, ordering hi atus resolution before 

s-deletion. T he derivations are below: 

(8) /eis-ala/ 'to build' 

+s-DEL 

Cl 

[ci-ala] 

/ei-ala/ 'to lose' 

cyala 

[cyala] 

vowel hiatus resolution 

s-deletion 

output 

Here the crucial ordering is required, that is, vowel hiatus resolution 

precedes s-deletion, which is counterfeeding order. The reordeling conditions 

proposed in Kiparsky(l968) that feeding order tends to be maximized and 

bleeding order tends to be minimized predict the direction of reordering 

correctly in most cases. Still , a number of examples have turned up where 

these conditions are inadequate. The interaction of s-deletion and hiatus 

resolution in Korean is another example against thi s general rule ordering 

directionality. In addition, it is not clear what kind of cogniti ve evidence 

3 There is some disagreement whether the vowel elision and glide fomlation are 
accompanied bv compensator)' lengthening. There seems to be no vowel length 
distinction among most ;loung speakers. This is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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there is for any intermediary representation. 

Looking one level deeper down, however, we can observe that VV 

sequence is avoided on the surface only if they are also adjacent in the 

input f01111 ; if the stem- final vowel is a deri ved one through the deletion of 

the consonant, VV sequence is tolerated on the sUliace. Such a rule 

conspiracy is found in one language after another. but deri vational theory 

does not capture thi s point direct ly. One way to cope with thi s problem 

within the deri vational theory is to introduce the global rule with a global 

condition. which says that VV hiaus is not a llowed in Korean provided that 

VV sequence does not ali se as a consequence of the consonant deletion. 

While descliptively attracti ve in thi s case. such global conditions are 

theoreticall y undesirable because they significantly increase the power of 

potential grammar. It would be preferable to impose a more general 

condition. 

The opacity cases above also pose challenges for standard 0'1', which 

assumes a monostratal s ingle step from underlying to sUliace f01111. 

Intermediate levels of deli vations are excluded by 0'1'. under its most 

straightforward interpretation. Thus, to handle the di stinction between the 

behaviors of underlying features and those of deri ved features. there seems 

to require an approach to the study of opacity from different angles. One 

possibility, vigorously pursued in the work of McCarthy(] 995) and further 

explored by several other researchers including Ito/f\1ester (] 997). 

KarvoneniSheI111an(997) and Katayama(l998) to name a few, is to 

construct a new device 'Sympathy.' 

In order to explain this kind of opacity within 0'1' as well , 

McCarthy(] 998) suggests that the optimal output f0l111 needs to be chosen 

not from the correspondence relationship with the input but from the 

correspondence relationship with the sympathetic candidate (which is noted 

by the symbol GP). The sympathetic candidate is chosen by faithfulness to 

the input ; it is the most hal1110nic candidate that obeys some designated 

faithfulness constraint. called selector (which is noted by the symbol ~ ). 

Consider the effect of adding the sympathetic candidate and sympathetic 

constraint: 
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(9) s-irregular verbs: /eis-ala! -> kiala] 'to build' 

Here the mos t hamlonic candidate that obeys ;:d l'lax-IO is <f;}Jcisala. It 

obeys the selector because no segments have been deleted. The sympathetic 

faithfulness constraint, here designated by <f;}JO- Faith, evaluates candidates 

for simi larity to the sympathetic candidate. T he actual output foml ciala 

(1 9a) with hiatus maintenance is more similar to r!;Pcisala than the 

transparent candidate *cyala with hiatus resolution is. Obviously r!;Pcisala is 

maximally s imi lar to itself, and so it perfomls perfectl y on r!;PO- Faith. but it 

is not optima l because of its fatal *s viola tion. 

In the case of s-regular verbs where *s is irrelevant . the sympathetic 

candidate itself turns out to be the winner. T ableau (20) shows thi s 

situation: 

(20) s-regular verbs : Ius-ala! -- [usala] 'to laugh' 

From thi s we can infer that no effects of sympathy are possible if the 

actual output form obeys the selector constraint, because in that case the 

selector and normal harmonic evaluation will converge on the same 

candidate and r!;PO- Faith w ill be vacuously satisfied by the optimal 

candidate. 

T o make a complete picture together with the above two cases, let us 

consider the case where the heteromorphemic two vowels are underlyingly 

adj acent, which results in the transparency effect: 
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(21) vowel-ending stems: / ci -ala! --> [cyala) 'to lose' 

l ci -ala! 

T o summarize, the opacity problem shown by s-inegular verbs seems to 

be solved by introducing the sympathetic candidate and sympathetic 

constraint into the s tandard OT. But the fundamental problem in ternlS of 

optimality theoretic explanation is similar to the one encountered by the 

sequential approach, since sympathy simulates sequentia li sm. Sympathy 

approach abandons the condition that well - fol1lledness constraints are 

exc lusively output representation motivated. and so exclusively s tated over 

output representations. So the attempt to preserve the gi st of the 

sequentia li st account by means of sympath y fares little better than 

deri vational analyses. For sympathy theory to be workable, the problem of 

limiting the constraints responsible for selecting sympathy candidates is to 

be solved as well. Sympathy theory, in spite of its claim to provide a 

general solution to a ll of opacity, fall s short of achieving thi s goal , and 

holds li ttle promise as far as further insight into opaque interactions is 

concerned. Thi s appears to be sufficient grounds to look for an explanation 

elsewhere. 

4. Paradigm Strength In Opaque Cases 

A more substanti ve account of the puzzling asynmletry between the 

underlying VV clash and the derived VV clash can be possible within the 

paradigm principle. Compare s-irregular and vowel- final stems, repeated 

from (7): 

(22) a. s-final irregular verbs 

{cis-ta, cis-ko, ci- ala( *cyala )} 

{is-ta, is-ko, i-ala( *yala)} 

{cas-ta, cas-ko, ca-ala(*cala)} 

b. vowel- final regular verbs 

{ci - ta, ci - ko, cyala( *ci -ala)} 

'to build' 

'to connect' 

'to spin out' 

'to lose' 
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(i-ta, i- ko, yala(*i-ala)} 'to carry on the head' 

(ca-ta. ca-ko, cala(*ca-ala)} 'to s leep' 

As we have seen in the previous section, the opaque fomls violating *VV 

emerge in the s-irregular verbs, where VV sequence is a delived one from 

the plior mle application. Such opaque relationships can be found in any 

language as well. Now we must try to discover if they serve any purpose. 

One answer here is that opaque relationships help to preserve underlying 

contrasts. Recall that in the transparent relationship the underlying contrast 

between s-final stem and vowel-final stem is lost and lead to homophony 

(*cyeia 'to build' vs. cyeia 'to lose'), wh.ile in the opaque relationship thi s 

underl ying contrast is preserved in the foml of h.iatus resolution and hiatus 

maintenance contrast (deia 'to build' vs cyeia 'to lose'). 

Countelieeding ordering for opacity reduces surface ambiguity, i.e., it 

increases the recoverability of the underlying forms . Recoverability relation 

between underlying and surface representations a llows the grammar to 

moti vate di s tinct phonologies from the normal pattern. Whether the hi atus 

phenomenon is resolved or not is a featw-e that marks or characterizes 

s-ilTegular verbs and thereby helps to di stingui sh them from regular 

counterparts. 

In this respect, the preservation of underlying contrasts can play a much 

more direct role in controlli ng the application of a particular phonological 

mIe. I call it 'paradigm stability.' Notable is the fact that there is a s trong 

tendency of identity relationships among the morphologically related output 

forms, thus keeping consistent stabili ty. Opacity, or underapplication and 

overapplication of phonology, can be said to be due to paradigm s tability: 

the domination of well -fornledness constraints by paradigm stability 

strength. On this functional ground, some morpholog ical categories put up a 

stronger resistance to phonological changes which eliminate their 

morphological distinctions on the surface, and thus their underlying fornls 

are more recoverable by the retention of lexical identity. 

In the above case, VV sequence derived from consonant deletion resists 

hiatus resolution at the expense of violating phonological well - folTnedness 

constraint. Here morphologically deleted but vestigial consonant intenl.lpts 

the adjacency condition of VV, and so s tem- final vowel is opaque for the 

vowel hi atus resolution, thus keeping its mother paradigm identity and 

paradigm stability with the underlying difference refl ected in the s urface 

patterns. 
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Obviously a language can function as a communication system only if 

semantically or morphologicall y di stinct fomls are in general reali zed as 

phonologica lly distinct. We can therefore attribute the widespread existence 

of opaque relationships as functioning to mai ntain underlying semantic and 

morphological contras ts in the surface pattel11s as well. To recapitulate, the 

fomls [ci-ala] 'to build', [i-ala] 'to connect' , and [ca-ala] 'to spin out' in 

s- ilTegula r verbs violate * VV to avoid misunderstctnding, that is, to cany 

clear meaning by a distinctive pronunciation, 

The interesting data which show another paradigm effect is that there are 

some dia lectal valiations which deviate from the s tandard pattel11: 

p - ilTegular verbs / nup-a/ 'to lie down' and /kuIJ-a/ 'to bake' respecti vely 

are pronounced as [nuba] and [kubaJ. rather than [nuwa] and [kuwa]; 

t- irregular verb / tit -a/ 'to li sten' as [tida] rather than [tiro]; s- ilTegular verb 

/ pus-a/ 'to pour' and /cas-a/ 'to stir' as [pusa] and [casa] respectively 

without s-deletion, which is contrary to what is expected in the nomlal 

ilTeg ular conjugations. Thi s variation implies that there is a principle 

requiring paradigmaticall y related fomls to be phonolog icall y as s imilar as 

possible. In other words, the pressure of allomorphy reduction and paradigm 

regul alization is predominantly operative to the extent that it causes no 

meaning clash, which was OJiginally introduced into the generati ve tradi tion 

by Kiparsky(] 972). 

Kenstowicz(l996) developed a constraint of Unifoml Exponence that 

evaluates sets of morphologicall y related words for segmental and prosodic 

similarity. 

(23) Unifoml Exponence: minimize the differences in the realization of a 

lexical item (morpheme, stem, affix, word.) 

We can account for the dialectal variations s traightly if the speakers of 

those di alects rank s tem paradigm unifomtity above other constraints. In 

thi s case, it is more important to keep stem unifonnity than to observe the 

morphological subcategOliza tion constraints of *p, *t, and *S, so far as there 

is no misunderstanding resulting from the meaning clash. The reason for 

unifoml exponence can be found in functiona li sm: the uniforrn realiza tion of 

a morpheme is easier to leam than several different forms of the same 

morpheme. 

The preference for unifoml paradigms of sharing contextually inv3liant 

morphemes is confi ll11ed by Steliade(996) once again . She proposes a 
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Paradigm Uniformity condition, which promotes invariance of some sound 

property within a given paradigm: 

(24) Paradigm Uniformity: All surface realizations of )1, where )1 is the 

morpheme shared by the members of paradigm x, must have 

identical values for property P. 

The degree of phonological invariance of shared morphemes s tands 111 

direct relation to the paradigm's productivity or frequency: the productive 

paradigm shows less contextual variability than the unproducti ve paradigm. 

The above-mentioned verbs such as fnup- ta!, /kup-ta!, f tit-ta!, f pus-ta!, 

and etc. are highly productive and frequently used words among others. We 

can predict the general directionali ty of thi s regulari zation on the basis of 

paradigm unifomuty, which can be an independently moti vated alternative 

solution without reference to the mechani sm of rule reordering or constraint 

reranking. 

However, we can observe apparent counterexamples to the paradigm 

regularization. Consider vowel hiatus phenomena of consonant - irregular 

verbs in the informal speech s tyle: 

(25) 
/eis-tal 

fpus-ta! 

informal foml 

[cyala] 

[pwala] 

formal fornl 

[ciala] 

[pualaJ 

'to build' 

'to pour' 

It may be possible to explain about formal and informal speech contrast 

in optimality theoretic framework: in formal speech, paradigm strength is 

higher that *VV; 111 informal speech, phonological well - formedness 

constraint is higher than paradigm preservation strength. This type of 

explanation is, however, circular or stipulative. The circularity stems from 

the fact that we dis tingui shed between formal and informal speeches by 

reranking the constraints. 

We can find the alternative to this stipulation in the communicati ve 

nature of language. People are using language in order to communicate and 

thi s produces a need for efficiency which leads to the tensive trading 

relation between the ease of production and ease of perception. In fomlal 

situation, it is more important that there should be less confusion on the 

part of the hearer and articulate speech is highly valued. The maximal 

di s tinctness cannot be obtained when a sound blends into the surrounding 
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sounds too much and its distinctive qualities become difficult to hear. Thus 

for the speaker to avoid being understood, faithfulness-related constrai nts 

are ranked higher than wellfomledness-related ones. In informal situation, 

on the other hand, it is just the other way round. as long as there is no 

danger of meaning clash between paradigms. 

5. Conclusion 

The functional analysis of hiatus resolution and hiatus maintenance 

asymmetry in the phonologically identical environments which we presented 

in thi s paper will lead to the fo llowing conclusions. Although the opacity 

problem in the delived environments apparently issues Cl severe challenge to 

both deli vational theory and optimality theory. there is in fact a 

functionali sm-based counterpart to them: paradigm s trength. Hiatus 

maintenance is closely linked to the paradigm principles that regulate the 

overall unifoml paradigmatic pattem. 

The transparency effects observed in morphologically and phonologica lly 

derived environments can be accounted for by locally conjoining the 

faithfulness constraint and the well-fomledness constraint. In 

morpholog ically deri ved environments, the violation of alignment constraint 

ac tivates the relevant phonology; in phonologically derived environments, the 

violation of feature identity constraint does the job, thus resulting in the 

emergence of the transparent unmarked output. On the other hand, in 

nonderived environments without any prior morphological or phonological 

rule application, the faithfulness constraint is always sati sfied, and so the 

locally-conjoined constraint has no force. In thi s case, lower-ranked 

well - formedness constraint is decis ive in choosing the optimal output. Here 

we can see the blocking effect of relevant phonology. 

The opacity effects of underapplication and overapplication can be handled 

more insightful ly within a paradigmatic approach. Paradigm strength 

including paradigm stability, paradigm economy, and paradigm regulari za tion, 

is an independent factor in phonology, and thi s cannot be wholly reducible 

to fomla l properties of rules or constraints and their relations. vVhereas 

previous studies have rel ied crucia lly on the ordering or ranking relations to 

predict the correct foml, it is no longer possible to predict whether a given 

phonological foml is well -fomled on the basis of the grammar alone; we 

a lso need to know the whole paradigm in which the foml in question is 
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supposed to fit. 

In thi s respect, it is certainly significant that paradigm- based perspective 

still claims our attention. This paper is another attempt to explain the 

opaque interactions among processes in temlS of paradigm strength. In 
conclusion, a complete theory of phonology should account for the way in 

which phonological representations can be related to each other, thus 

optimalizing the grammar. It is my belief that continued studies will 

s trengthen the empirical basis of phonology. 
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